Current Committee Membership

Corporation Joint Advisory Committee on Institute-Wide Affairs

The purpose of the Corporation Joint Advisory Committee on Institute-Wide Affairs (CJAC) is to associate with the Corporation a representative group at MIT to which the Corporation can turn for consideration and advice on special Institute-wide matters requiring Corporation attention. It provides an additional means for bringing student and faculty representatives into regular communication with the Corporation on matters of long-range importance to the MIT Community. CJAC also serves to acquaint the MIT community more fully with the role and responsibilities of the Corporation.

Harbo P Jensen, Chair ** (2011)
Melanie A McCue, Staff To Committee
Chris Taylor, Staff To Committee
Sandy Alexandre(L), Regular (2009)
Samuel Miller Allen(L), Regular (2010)
David A Berry, Regular (2009)
Dennis M Freeman, Regular (2011)
Edie N Goldenberg, Regular (2009)
Meg Jacobs(L), Regular (2011)
Scott P Marks, Jr., Regular (2010)
Linda C Sharpe, Former Chair ** (2009)
Diana C Walsh, Regular ** (2011)
Tanguy My Chau, Student G (2009)
Karlen E Ruleman, Student '09 (2009)
Robert Yuanbo Wang, Student G (2009)
Xiaowen Wendy Zhang, Student '09 (2009)
Noah Jessop, Ex-Officio*, President of the Undergraduate Association (2009)
Oaz Nir, Ex-Officio*, President of the Graduate Student Council (2009)
Bishwapriya Sanyal, Ex-Officio*, Chair of the Faculty
Antonia D Schuman, Ex-Officio** *, President of the Association for Alumni and Alumnae (2009)